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3.1.  Introduction to Ugaritic Adjectives 

 

Ugaritic adjectives are used to modify nouns.  They must agree with the noun they are modifying 

in gender, number, and case.  Ugaritic nouns usually occur after the noun they are modifying but, 

in poetry, they may also occurs before the noun to emphasize the adjectival idea, often 

transforming it into a superlative. 

 

3.2.  Basic Morphology of Ugaritic Adjectives 

 

 Singular Absolute 

 Masculine Feminine 

Nom. t âbu t âbatu 

Gen. t âbi t âbati 

Acc. t âba t âbata 

   

   

 Dual Absolute 
 Masculine Feminine 

Nom. t âbāmi t âbatāmi 

Gen. t âbêma t âbatêma 

Acc. t âbêma t âbatêma 

   

   

 Plural Absolute  

 Masculine Feminine 

Nom. t âbūma t âbātu 

Gen. t âbīma t âbāti 

Acc. t âbīma t âbāti 
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3.3.  Functions of Ugaritic Adjectives 

 

Ugaritic adjectives may be used attributively, predicatively, or substantivally. 

 

Attributive   

malaku rabbu → the great king 

   

Predicate   

môtu ʿazzu → Môt is strong 

   

Substantival   

rabbu → chief 

 

 

3.4.  Adjectives Modifying Nouns in Construct Relationship 

 

Adjectives modifying words in a construct relationship may not stand between the construct noun 

and the genitive.  The adjective is placed immediately after the genitive regardless of whether or 

not the adjective is modifying the construct noun or the genitive.  The noun that the adjective is 

modifying is easily recognizable because the adjective must agree with the noun it is modifying 

in gender, number, and case.  When the gender, number, and case of the construct noun and the 

genitive are the same, the noun that the adjective is modifying must be determined from context. 

 

3.5. The Superlative 

 

The superlative is formed from an adjective modified by a noun in the genitive case. 

 

naʿīmu šaph i bukri-ka → the most beautiful of the offspring of your first-born 

  (lit. the beautiful of the offspring of your first-born) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


